Hello, it’s Hoi Ching again. Don’t you think life is sometimes like an RPG game, always hitting you with
the unexpected?
When it comes to mastering the game of life, playing it safe is always one of my major strategies.
Be it in games or in real life, the loss of our loved ones often leaves us grieving and helpless. A suitable
life insurance policy can help reassure your family at the time of unforeseen events by serving as a
wealth management tool to ensure capital accumulation and medical protection at the same time.
When accidents strike, a personal accident insurance and disability coverage will surely come in handy.
And this is particularly true if you’re an outgoing and adventurous person who enjoys exploring new
things in life. No matter how perfect your plan is, unexpected changes and accidents could happen. With
a Personal Accident Insurance Safety Box, you can rest assured with urgent medical expenses coverage
and get ready for more amazing journeys to come.
A medical insurance policy offers one of the essential life protections. Most people assume their
corporate health insurance schemes provide enough coverage and an additional persona health policy is
unnecessary. However, the devil is always in the details. Be sure to pay attention to the policy limit and
the coverage of your corporate health insurance plan, so you can choose the most suitable personal
medical policy accordingly and be fully covered with enhanced health protection!
Critical illness insurance will pay out a lump-sum upon the diagnosis of any defined critical illnesses of
your policy. This gives you the flexibility to use it for not just your medical expenses but also for other
purposes. Get a critical illness policy when you are young so you won’t have to worry about expensive
premiums and instead receive treatments with peace of mind when illnesses strike.
What you’ve learned in games can be applied to life. As you progress to the later stage of your career,
there will be more achievements waiting to be unlocked! Plan ahead for a retirement scheme, so you
can receive a steady income stream to cover both your daily and medical expenses and realise your
dreams.
Congratulations! Mission clear! See you for the next mission!
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